An E xcavation at the King and Queen, Caterham
by MICHAE L J RUSSE LL
Summary
This paper describes medieval features found during the excavation of a medieval, 18th and
19th century site in the back garden of the King and Queen public house, Caterham, Surrey.
The medieval features included two phases of building;the earlier, c AD 1200-1300, consisted
of the flint-built dwarf walls of a corner of a timber-framed building (Period I), the later, c
1300-1400, was represented by a section of a flint and chalk lump sill-wall with associated
stake-holes (Period II). The period II wall overlay the earlier structure, and had disturbed it.
There was nothing to suggest occupation after c 1400 until the 18th century,when a terrace of
cottages was built; the occupants of these disposed of their kitchen refuse in pits dug into their
back gardens. The pits were in use throughout the 19th century, during which the most
southerly cottage was converted into an ale-house; broken bottles and glasses and other rubbish
was disposed of in a large pit in its back garden. An account of this site in the 19th century is
the subject of a paper to be published elsewhere (Russell, forthcoming).
The Site
Prior to the construction of a car park at the rear of the King and Queen public house, the
Bourne Society’s Archaeological Group, under the direction of the writer, was given an
opportunity of conducting a short rescue excavation.
The site (TQ 3337 5583) is situated on a plot of land bounded on the east by Caterham High
Street and on the south by Park Road (fig 1). It stands on an outcrop of gravel of the Blackheath
Beds, just below the 183m contour.
Very little is known of the early history of Caterham. Until the Norman Conquest the
records are mute. Although the name ‘Caterham’ is of Saxon origin, its interpretation is controversial and the subject of some dispute (Latham 1962). Whatever the truth, there can be little
doubt that there was some Saxon occupation of which no trace has yet been found. St
Lawrence’s Church was built c 1095, and in 1179 Caterham is recorded in the Exchequer Pipe
Roll as Catheham. From 1200 it is found in plea rolls and deeds entered in the Cartulary of St
Thomas’ Hospital. The ancient settlement would probably have been situated on the hill top,
in the vicinity of the 11th century church, and presumably followed much the same alignment
as the modern Caterham-on-the-Hill.
The Excavation (figs 1-3)
Owing to limited space and time, only a small trench of 8.23m x 4.90m was examined. All
recording was done by triangulation from two fixed points, X on the plans; hand trowelling
was used as the method of excavating.
Four distinct occupation phases were recognised and these will be described in chronological
order. Plans show all excavated features from a specific period, and the stratigraphic
conventions used on the sections (fig 3) are the same for the plans unless otherwise stated.

Fig 1 King and Queen, Caterham, Location Plan

PERIOD I c 1200-1300

The earliest features recovered were two flint dwarf walls, A and B, constructed in shallow
foundation trenches 0 .17m deep (F4) cut into natural gravel (layer 5), representing a corner of a
timber-framed building (figs 2 and 3). The walls were of very rough construction, using large
flints as an edging with smaller flints, gravel and clay as a packing and filling material. The
foundation trenches (F4) were filled with small flints, loose gravel and dark sand. One small
abraded sherd of shell-tempered pottery and three Limpsfield-type sherds came from the fill of
the northern trench (F4 is visible on Section a-b to the southern edge of wall A, though not
specifically numbered). Two or three courses of the walls remained to a height of 0 .18m above
the natural gravel (layer 5), but the walls are likely to have been somewhat higher as is
suggested by a scatter of small flints over the site which probably came from disturbed upper
courses. Equally, later disturbance had denuded the walls to such an extent that interpretation
of the northern edge of wall A was very difficult, but it was possible to estimate that the walls
were originally from 0.73m to 0.70m wide. Several small bent iron nails were found in the
interstices of wall A.
To the north-west of wall A was a series of shallow depressons cut into the natural gravel
within which were eight round post-holes, 0%38m deep with an average diameter of 0.18m or
less (Fl). The depressions were filled with a grey discoloured gravel, probably back fill after the
posts were in place. In the gravel were two sherds of shell-tempered and seven sherds of
Limpsfield-type pottery, providing a terminus post quern for their construction. Only a small
part of this feature .was recovered, and its stratigraphic relationship with walls A and B was not
satisfactorily demonstrated. It was, however, clear that the post-holes formed an alignment
which ran south-west to north-east. Another post-hole (F2) in the north-west corner of the
trench, continued the hypothesised line. F2 had a sub-square post-pit that contained dirty

gravel and clay with a central dark brown post socket 0.45m deep. An iron hinge (fig 7 : 1),
possibly from a door, was found on the natural gravel surface just south of F2. This area was
covered by a thin scatter of flints from the walls A and B, under which was a thick horizon of
pottery, roof tiles and a fine bronze pin dig 8 : 22) in a dark sandy soil (layer 3b). Further
post-holes, 0.35m and 0.42m deep, were found just to the north of wall A (F3).
Over much of the site was an undulating surface of natural gravel (layer 5) which was, in
places, discoloured and flecked with charcoal. On and above this surface, which probably lay
outside the flint walled building, was a quantity of pottery including shell-tempered ware,
buff-surfaced sandy wares and Limpsfield-type and black-surfaced pottery (see pottery report).
In this overlying dark stratum (layer 3b) were iron objects (fig 7 and 8), fragments of roof tiles
and lumps of iron cinder. The largest sherds of pottery and the biggest lumps of cinder came
from the northern half of the trench; very few artefacts came from the south beyond wall A.
Finds from the probable interior of the building, ie south of wall A, included fragments of a
possible roof ventilator finial found next to the western edge of wall Ay a handful of pottery,
mostly oxidised wares, and a fragment of Mayen/Niedermendig lava from a possible
quernstone. No cinder was found in this area, but it had been extensively disturbed in the later
medieval phase (period II).
PERIOD II c 1300-1400

Around 1300 the period I building was demolished, leaving only parts of the flint walls. The
southern part of wall B was covered with a spread of dirty gravel and clay (F5, layer 4), which
extended across the trench from east to west but not northwards and which stopped short of
wall A. On the edge of this platform was a flint and chalk lump sill-wall 0.46m wide (wall C),
which followed the lateral extension of F5 and overlay part of wall B to the east. Wall C stood
one or two courses high, but had been disturbed by later land-use, perhaps deep digging or
ploughing. South of this wall were five small square or rectangular stake-holes 0.1 lm deep (F6),
which ran parallel to it. Fragments of a sheep’s skull were incorporated into the eastern part of
wall C; a few sheep bones, possibly from the same animal, were found on the gravel platform
(F5). It seems likely that this platform was laid partly as a floor.
Overlying the possible floor, and extending northwards above a scatter of flints, described
earlier, was a layer of brown sand (layer 3a) containing much medieval pottery and some iron
objects. The pottery included some Limpsfield-type ware and Cheam-Kingston off-white
wares. No Cheam-Kingston pottery was recovered from 3b. Nails and part of a broken gouge
came from the gravel floor (F5; (fig 7 : 10-20)). Fragments of roof tiles and iron cinder also
came from layer 3a; the cinder was found in the northern half of the trench, and the size of the
lumps was smaller than in the preceding period.
INTERPRETATION

Sometime shortlyafter 1200, a timber-framed buildingwith flint-built dwarf walls (walls A and
B) was constructed. It seems likely that the post-hole alignment formed by Fl and F2 was
contemporary with and perhaps part of the flint walled building. Some kind of iron working is
suggested by the quantity of iron cinder present, although cinder was used as a building
medium in the medieval period. Since it was not found in the walls or post-pits, the association
with building might be discounted and actual smelting postulated, particularlysince the cinder
was of a type associated with the smelting process and not forging (L Ketteringham, pers
comm). Although no traces of furnaces were found, they could exist somewhere towards the
north-west of the site, since the greatest quantity and largest lumps came from that area.
Around the turn of the 14th century, the period I building was destroyed, a gravel floor
placed over wall B and a sill-wall, C, upon which rested another timber-framed construction,
was built. This building, like the one that preceded it, had a tiled roof and may have been
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Jugs nos 49-54 (scale 1/4)

connected with iron working. It was probably abandoned around 1400, certainly not much
later as the Cheam series of vessels does not include the full range of types normally associated
with'the 15th century.
Subsequent land-use was hard to ascertain, but from the rather disturbed nature of layer 3a,
some form of agricultural activity seems possible and might explain the gap from the early 15th
century to the 18th century. But in such a small excavation any generalisation would be
incautious.
THE FINDS
THE POTTERY by MICHAEL RUSSELL & MARY SAALER

(figs 4-6)

(For detailed catalogue, see Microfiche 2-5)
This is the largest assemblage of early medieval pottery yet found in Caterham. Although a
small trench only was excavated, the pottery recovered appears to berepresentative of
‘standard’ medieval pottery assemblages from East Surrey. The stratigraphy on the sitewas
fairly good. The medieval sherds came from layer 3 which had a bipartite division defined by a
thin scatter of flints; the division was coded 3A and 3B, 3A being the uppermost (fig 3). Some
medieval sherds from layer 2, these being very small and abraded, were probably disturbed
from layer 3 during the construction of a cobbled yard in the 18th century.
The chief point of interest lies in the date range of the pottery. The earliest type present is
the vesiculated shell-tempered ware which was associated with Period I, layer 3B (fig 3). This
ware has a generally accepted date of about AD 1150 and continues, in some parts of Surrey,
up to 1300, after which it would appear to have been replaced by Limpsfield and Cheam wares
of the 13th and 14th centuries respectively. Vesiculated shell-tempered ware has been
recognised at Watendone (Turner 1973), Blackcroft Shaw (Ketteringham 1980), Chaldon
(Russell, report pending) and at Brooklands, Weybridge (Hanworth & Tomalin 1977). Turner
has discussed this ware, and argues that it does hot extend into the 14th century (Turner 1967),
but a starting date has yet to be accurately fixed. It would seem probable that the
shell-tempered ware from Caterham dates no earlier than 1200 since it was found with sherds
of black surfaced grey ware and Limpsfield-type ware in well stratified contexts: post pits (Fl)
and foundation trench of wall A (F4). No vesiculated shell-tempered ware was found in a
Period II, layer 3A, context, so Turner’s terminal date for Merton is probably matched here.
The majority of the sherds consist of grey reduced wares (Limpsfield-type), dated to around

Fig 6

King and Queen, Caterham, Presumed ventilator finial no 55; Medieval Pottery: Surrey White and Cheam
wares nos 56-9 (scale 1/4)

1250-1400. Limpsfield-type ware, black surfaced grey ware and off-white Surrey ware was
associated with Period I, whilst Limpsfield-type ware and Cheam-Kingston ware was connected with Period II. No Cheam-type ware was found in a Period I context. It is interesting
that no significant morphological change is visible in the ‘early’ and ‘later’ Limpsfield-type
vessel series, although the sample may be too small to reach any valid conclusions. Analysis of
the sherds demonstrates that there is no notable difference in clay sample and inclusions used in
Limpsfield-type pottery over some considerable time.
It is suggested that the pottery cannot be dated any later than 1400 because the full range of
Cheam-Kingston-type products are not represented on this site. The medieval occupation could
therefore be from about 1200 to around 1400. Significantly, no pottery or feature was found of
Tudor date; there is a chronological void from about 1400 to the 18th century.
ROOF VENTILATOR FINIAL (fig 6: 55)

Five sherds, all joined, of a possible ventilator finial were recovered from layer 3A (fig 3), and
were found very close to, and in association with', wall C towards its western end. The sherds
were sealed below a thin layer of pebbles which has been interpreted as the remains of an 18th
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century cobbled yard. The fabric itself is hard and orange coloured with a light grey core.
Tempering consists of moderate, very fine (0.125mm — 0.03mm) well-sorted, subrOunded
quartz grains being transparent and translucent; moderate, medium to very fine (0.5mm —
0 .1mm) grog or clay pellets. Owing to the small quantity of sherds recovered it has not been
possible to reconstruct a complete profile, but it is possible to calculate its diameter (as drawn).
The finial has fairly thick walls which are deeply rilled internally.No decoration is present on
the sherds. One exit hole remains (as on drawing).
IRON OBJECTS, COPPER ALLOY TWEEZERS AND BRONZE PIN (figs 7, 8)

There were 47 metal artifacts from the medieval layers. Only about 20 of these were associated
with structural elements and could be ascribed to the two periods represented: these items have
been drawn and are described on microfiche (6-7).

Fig 8

King and Queen, Caterham, Medieval iron objects nos 19—20; copper alloy no 21 and bronze pin no 22, Periods
I and II, from layers 3 and 3a
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